
Lab 2 — Cross-validation and
Boosting

Introduction

When using supervised learning to make a system, it is important to produce an esti-
mate of the true performance, first because in most applications the true performance
needs to be estimated, but also to insure that the model chosen is not over-fitting the
data. The most common way to estimate true performance is to validate the system on
some test data which is independent of the training data. In the first part of this lab,
you will implement resampling cross-validation and compare that with simple train and
test.

Resampling cross-validation produces many classifiers. These can all be used to
form a committee machine. In the second part of this lab, you will study the effec-
tiveness of committee machines. You will first form a committee from the classifiers
produced by cross-validation. These classifiers are trained on data which comes from
random partitions, so the classifiers could be very correlated. Boosting is a method
for increasing the performance of a committee machine by training the different ex-
perts using decorrelating data. You will complete the implementation of the AdaBoost
algorithm and observe its performance.

Tasks

Cross-validation

When training a neural network from data, there are two tasks. One is make the “best”
network from the training data. Second is to estimate the true performance of the
network. The first task is itself divided in two parts: finding the weights (learning) and
finding the best model (model selection). The most straight-forward approach to model
selection is cross-validation. In this lab, you will implement some form of resampling
and study its behavior.

1. Load the toy data from the previous lab. Partition it into two sets; call them
small and hold. Small should contain a small amount of data (say 60 exam-
ples). We are going to pretend that small is all of the data you have to train
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your system. You can used hold to see how well you have estimated the true
performance; hold plays the role of the system in actual use.

2. Create two (or more) networks, one simple, one complex.

3. First, we see what happens if we do not testing at all, but use the apparent error
to find the best network. Train the two networks on all of the data (on small).
Which gives the best performance? Now use hold to test them in use. Which
gives the best performance?

4. Now do train-and-test to estimate the true performance. You will need to parti-
tion small. How good an estimate of the true performance do you get?

5. Implement a resampling cross-validation, such as leave-one-out or k-fold cross-
validation. Use that to gain estimates of the true performance of your learners.
How good estimates to you get on an arbitrarily chosen network?

6. Make a committee machine out the networks produced in the previous step. How
well does this perform?

Boosting

You are going to implement AdaBoost and study how it works in simple situations.
Here are the tasks.

1. First you need to help implement the boosting algorithm. I have provided a
Matlab function called TwoClassBoost.m. This computes α and the new data
probabilities ρk

�
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�
x � from the output of the current expert, the targets, and the

previous data probabilities, ρk
�
x � . However, I have not put the actual equations

in. You need to copy this from

/opt/info/courses/NeuralNets

to your working directory and modify it so that it does compute α and ρ.

Once you have done that, you are ready to try boosting.

2. Make the training data for XOR. Use AdaBoost to train a committee of per-
ceptrons to perform XOR. I have written a generic boosting command, called
GenericBoost which calls TwoClassBoost, the function you have just modi-
fied. GenericBoost can boost any learning model, so it must supplied with both
the learning model and the name of the function that trains that model. Assuming
that the XOR patterns and targets are stored in P and T, you will perform steps
like these:

net=newff(getRange(P),[1],{’logsig’}); % we need an initialized net to
% start

[alist,netlist,terr,cterr,cverr,J]=...
GenericBoost(net,’MLPBoostLearn’,P,T,[],[],3,1);
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I have broken up the line with “...” which is not part of the command. MLPBoostLearn
is a function which trains an MLP for boosting. The 5th and 6th input argument
to GenericBoost is for test patterns. Since there are none here, the Matlab
empty list [] is input. If you want to observe each step of the boosting (which
you might want to do with the XOR problem) the easiest way is to run the Matlab
editor (edit GenericBoost) and put a breakpoint in the boosting loop.

Convince yourself that it is working as you expect.

3. There is a set of 2-d classification data called weird. This is loaded as the toy
data from the previous lab, using

load weird

to load it,

plotpv(weird.P,weird.T)

to examine it, etc. Partition this data into a training, validation, and test sets.
Find a simple MLP that you can boost on this data. How does the result compare
to an unboosted complex MLP?

Cross-validation Resources

Most of the tools you need to do this lab, you learned in yesterday’s lab. You will have
to produce your own tools for resampling, or do the resampling by hand. I have made
two useful commands for committee machines. A command called committeeDecision2d
is analogous to NewDecision2d — it shows the decision boundary of the committee
machine for two input data. A second command is called committeeNet which is
analogous to sim — it produces the output of the committee machine from the input
patterns. The details for these functions is given below.

committeeDecision2d

This is called as follows,

committeeDecision2d(coeflist,nlist,p,t,lattice,boundary,surfflag);

where

coeflist is the list of coefficients, i.e. the weights of each expert;

nlist a list of the networks in the committee;

p,t are the patterns and their target outputs;

lattice a resolution parameter. To compute the decision boundary, it computes the
network output on a grid of this number squared. Bigger is higher resolution, but
requires more computation. Uses 33 as default.
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boundary the value which separates the two classes. The default is 0 � 5. For
�

1 ��� 1
class labels, 0 should be used.

surfflag if this is 1, it also draws the committee machine output as a surface.

The last three inputs are optional.

committeeNet

This produces a list of outputs given a matrix of input patterns. The call is

outlist=committeeNet(coeflist,nlist,p);

where the inputs are as above, and outlist are the combined outputs.

Boosting Resources

I have written a generic boosting function called GenericBoost. This can boost ar-
bitrary learning models, but you have to supply it with the learning function for that
particular model as well as an initialized model. The learning function I have written
is for MLPs, and is called MLPBoostLearn. This algorithm must train a network using
data which has probabilities associated with each data point. I have done that by repli-
cating the data points with higher probabilities an appropriate number of times. The
details on these algorithms will be given below.

The first thing you have to do is to modify the function TwoClassBoost. The form
of this function is

[new_probs,alpha]=TwoClassBoost(targets,a,probs);

Using the desired output targets and the outputs of the network a, you can compute
the error and the new value for alpha. The variables probs are the data probabilities,
called ρ in the lecture notes.

The main function is GenericBoost. This runs the two class version of AdaBoost
for generic learning systems. The full invocation is as follows,

[alist,llist,trainE,CtrainE,CtestE,J] =
GenericBoost(learner,learningFunction,patterns,targets,...
testpat,testtarg,NBoosts,plotflag);

(Again I used “...” to break up the line. This is how you break up a line in Matlab, but
it is not part of the command.) The inputs are these:

learner - an initialized learner such as a neural network. This will get reinitialized and
trained at each boosting iteration.

learningFunction - a string denoting the function which trains learner. The learning
function is specific to the learning system being used. The form this learning
function must take is
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[learner,a,atest]=learningFunction(learner,P,T,TP,TT,probs,pflag);

where (P,T) is the training data, (TP,TT) is test data, probs are the data prob-
abilities (the ρ’s in the lecture notes), and pflag is a plotting flag. The output is
the trained learner; a is the output of the learner on the training data, and atest
is the output on the test data.

patterns - the training data;

targets - the training targets;

testpat - the test patterns;

testtarg - test targets;

NBoosts - number of iterations of boosting;

plotflag - 0: no plots; 1: plots. These plots only make sense for 2-input data.

The outputs are these:

alist a list of the α’s;

llist a list of the learners;

trainE the training error for each expert on the original data;

CtrainE the training error for the combined classifier (the committee) on the original
data;

CtestE the test error of the combined classifier (if a test set is given);

J the objective function. This is the bound on the training error which will decrease
(or remain the same) at each iteration.

GenericBoost calls TwoClassBoost which you have already seen and modified, and
MLPBoostLearn. You should not need to call these yourself. Other functions are of
some interest:

committeeDecision2D was described above. You can use this to view the decision
boundary of the committee. The location of the boundary will be at ∑k αk

�
2,

since the experts produce 0 � 1 outputs. I.e.

committeeDecision2d(alist,nlist,p,t,100,sum(alist)/2,1);

would be reasonable use.

committeeNet this was described above;

draw weighted data this plots 2-d data using the color to denote the data probability.
The probability is converted to the range 0-64, and colors are used to show which
data has a high probability. (The color scale is 0 – 64 because I do not know how
to use Matlab colormaps effectively. If anyone can show me how, I would be
grateful.)
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